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Profile

Born on the 6th of August 1990, Alex grew up in the southwest of Portugal, sailing at the age of 5, 
then started surfing aged 9.

 He started competing at 10 years of age, was National Vice-Champion at 12, and by age 18 he was 
venturing in search of good waves and exploring new eperiences. 

Through his travels he ventured to Mavericks at 19, where he discovered his passion for larger surf. 
He spent the next 3 winters camping there for 3 months at a time in an ‘84 Toyota van. 

He became a standout in big wave sessions around the world, from Mavericks to Jaws and Nazaré. 
Consequently, he was invited in 2016 as a Big Wave Tour invitee and after a Final and Semi-Final 

results he qualified for the Big Wave Tour as a top 10 permanent athlete for 2018/19 season.
 Fluent in Portuguese, English, Spanish and Dutch, he holds Portuguese, Canadian and Dutch 

passports. 

alex_botelho@live.com          @alex_botelho          +351 917912445          



Words by Al Mackinnon, Professional Surf Photographer

“ The type of trips I do tend to require a particular blend in a personality 

and Alex is just that; humble, efficient, driven, calm, affable, kind, 

philosophical and has an enquiring mind and interest and love of nature. 

He also has a totally off-the-wall sense of humour, Botelho’s tangents 

certainly get you through any mission doldrums! Not to mention he 

charges big waves and buries a rail like few can. (...) I consider him a good 
friend and am stoked he's getting a solid profile, he's without doubt one of 

the Europe's best surfers. ”

Words by Ricardo Bravo, Professional Surf Photographer

“ Not by accident, Alex is one of the most easy-going and tolerant surfers I 

have ever met. Every time the wind is blowing from the wrong side of the 

world, he just takes a minute to rethink the situation and looks for the best 

solution for everyone involved. If things get tough, he remains calm, waiting 

for the storm to go away. (...) Claiming and bragging are definitely not his 
style, so most people that are lucky enough to meet him, only realize how 

good he is on a surfboard when they get to surf with him. Big airs at his 

home break – Meia Praia - power carving at Coxos, getting barreled at 
Nazaré, dropping into 25 footers at Mavericks and getting plenty of 

coverage in international media… ”

 Stats:  1.87m     90kg     D.O.B.  06/08/1990

Sponsors:

Profile



alex_botelho@live.com      @alex_botelho      
+351917912445
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Onfire Wasted Talent

Looking back on these photos, it’s hard 
to reconcile the tranquillity of the island I’d 
experienced with the recent scenes of devastation 
in the wake of Hurricane Irma. It’s been five years 
since they were taken, and hardly a day passes 
that I don’t yearn to be back there.

It was my old man who had first told me 
stories about an island he and my mum started 
visiting when they were much younger. They’d 
been so taken with its unspoilt beauty, peaceful 
atmosphere and friendly locals that they’d returned 
almost yearly for nearly three decades. The part I 
found really interesting was the waves he spoke 
of. He talked about a sandy point with very heavy, 
shallow barrels. As a keen bodysurfer back in 
the day, he’d considered giving it a crack, but 
soon wrote off the idea due to the intensity of the 
waves and current, not to mention the isolation. 
Years later, with the onset of boards that could 
cover more ground and surfing standards that had 
skyrocketed, he felt it might be somewhere worth 
me considering. I did too.

There was only one problem…well, quite a 
few actually. The wave is a capricious sleeping 
beauty that only comes to life on hurricane swells 
from a rare direction. It’s also an incredibly long, 
convoluted and expensive journey from just 
about anywhere. Accommodation is almost non-
existent so we’d be camping all the way, and last 
but perhaps most importantly, the sandy point 
changes shape drastically during the Caribbean’s 
hurricane season and could be a closeout or a soft, 
ripply mess.

I waited several years to pull the pin as the 
Caribbean had been through a lean trot for quite 
some time. That is, until Hurricane Sandy began 
to form. The US Meteorological Office was 
forecasting it to be one of the most devastating 
hurricanes in history with winds reaching 175km/h 
and a predicted trajectory taking it directly 
through major urban centres on the US east 

coast. It also looked as if it would produce swell 
from just the right angle to awaken my old man’s             
slumbering point.

The problems mentioned beforehand were 
nothing compared to the problems that would 
eventuate when I tried to put the trip together. It 
was near impossible to find an airline that would 
get me there in time for the swell. Then, after I had 
booked my flights, it was touch and go whether 
we’d be flying at all due to the havoc the storm was 
wreaking across the ocean. Worst of all, I couldn’t 
convince anyone to come with me. The very real 
possibility that I might end up alone on a deserted 
island ravaged by a hurricane was starting to dawn 
on me. As a surf photographer who makes his 
living shooting other surfers, that would be a bit of 
a problem. 

At the very last minute I was introduced to Alex 
Botelho through a mutual friend. Truthfully, I had 
no idea who Alex was and had to confirm with my 

friend that he could actually surf. My friend assured 
me he could, and gave me his number. With less 
than 24 hours before the flight was due to leave, 
I rang Alex and explained the situation. No doubt 
he’d never heard of me either, but remarkably, 
he said he was on board and started making 
arrangements right away to join me in London for a 
connecting flight the next morning.

After a series of connections and layovers, we 
arrived at a neighbouring island, one flight away 
from our final destination and still in time for the 
predicted swell. That’s when we were told we 
wouldn’t be able to get on the last inter-island 
flight because the plane was so small that the 
airline would not accept our boards if the other 

passengers had luggage. 
We waited anxiously as the minutes ticked away, 

but fortuitously no more passengers arrived and 
we ended up being allowed to put our precious 
cargo on. The sole other traveller on board was a 
lady who’d hopped over to the island to get KFC; 
her only luggage was the bucket of rapidly cooling 
fried chicken on her lap.

Seeing the waves on the first day only served to 
reinforce my relief that Alex had agreed to join me 
on the mission. I looked upon the tubes, muscular 
top-to-bottom freight trains, reeling for hundreds 
of metres (almost too fast) and not another surfer 
in sight. Had I turned up alone, I would have had 
no choice but to try paddle into one of those 
bottomless drops, gotten absolutely vaporised 
and most likely snapped my only board on the                
first wave.

Alex proved to be the perfect travel partner – 
calm, unassuming, and a gifted tube rider who took 

everything in his stride, from running out of food 
and water, to landing on his fins (twice) and almost 
losing our “hire car” in floodwater after heavy 
downpours. At times it was difficult to know where 
the road was and we came very close to having 
to abandon the vehicle – something I would not 
have relished explaining to Xtraman, the burly local 
entrepreneur who had rented us his car. We also 
had to deal with the most horrendous mosquito 
assault I’ve ever encountered. 

I’ve been through the jungles of East Africa, 
Indonesia, Papua New Guinea and several other 
mosquito-laden zones but nothing, absolutely 
nothing I’d encountered could have prepared me 
for the onslaught we sustained on that island. 

A L  M A C K I N N O N  R E C O U N T S  A  B I T T E R S W E E T  J O U R N E Y  T O  T H E  C A R I B B E A N
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Interview on Surfer.com

Exclusive feature on WSL

Feature on Surfline
Interview on Inertia

Single wave at Nazaré
45.000 video views

30+ media platform shared
Feature on The 

Guardian

Online
Web Highlights
(Click to view)



Followers - 44K

Average Impressions -100k per week

Average Engagement - 1k per post

2013
1K

2014
3K

2016
7K

2017
11K

2015
5K

2018
19K

2019
26K

2020
44K

Online
Social Media - Instagram

@alex_botelho











- One of the top 10 surfers in the world to qualify

- Puerto Escondido Challenge finalist

- Nazaré Challenge semi-finalist

- Punta Galea finalist 3rd place finish 2018

- 8th place overall finish in the world 

- Only Portuguese surfer on tour

- On tour full time 2018/2019

Big Wave Tour
2017/2018 Highlights



- Nazaré Challege finalist 4th place finish

- Punta Galea finalist 3rd place finish 2019

- 7th place overall finish in the world 

Big Wave Tour
2018/2019 (ongoing) Highlights











- Finish top 6 in Big Wave Tour 2018/2019.

- World Surf League XXL Finalist Nominee 2018/2019. 

- Chase best swells to remote locations and engage in further 
exploration.

Goals



Fight for what seems impossible.

Through determination, perseverance and creativity,            

everything is possible.

Alex Botelho

Photo: Al Mackinnonalex_botelho@live.com          @alex_botelho          +351 917912445          


